From the desk of Joshua Boswell …

“In just 12 months,
my life has changed dramatically.”
Dear Friend,
Everyone has dreams.
Maybe yours include fancy cars, big homes, flashy jewelry, vacations all
over the world — or all of it …
My dream is much simpler.
In fact, it can be summed up in a single word: FREEDOM.
Oh, it’s not that the “stuff” isn’t exciting to me — because it is. But nothing
is more important to me than being totally free. I mean …


Free of all debts



Free of bosses and the 9-to-5 rat race



Free of the daily commute and rush-hour-jammed freeways



Free to do what I want, when I want



Free to spend time — I mean real, stress-free, quality time — with
my wife, children, and friends



Free financially … and knowing my family will never have to
worry about money

But here’s the problem … that kind of real freedom is elusive. Less than
5% of the population ever achieves it.
In fact, for over 10 years I relentlessly pursued my dream. I did everything
I could get my hands on. I started no less than 5 businesses, worked odd jobs,
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sent in for those “fabulous” mail-order “opportunities,” and even buried myself
in a multi-level gig.
Nothing got me the sought-after prize. Instead, I was over $200,000 in
debt with no cash in the bank and zero income … with 7 children and the stress
of bill collectors calling every day — 3 or 4 times a day each.
Well, today, it is all very, very different. To tell you the truth, I pretty much
have all the things I used to wish I could have … and every month it seems to
get better and better!
I wake up when I want, I work from my home (but could work from literally
anywhere), spend all the time I want to with my family, and make a handsome
six-figure income. (In fact, I’ve made $45,000 in the past 2 months alone!)
The bill collectors are no longer pestering me. We regularly travel on
vacations. And now we’re about to buy a beautiful home on some acreage —
thanks to the hefty down payment I was able to earn with just 2 clients in
less than 6 weeks!)
So, you see, in just 12 months, my life has changed dramatically. More
money. Less stress. And the kind of freedom I always dreamed I would have.
And it all happened because I learned the secrets to writing a letter like the one
you’re about to read.
Now, here’s the point — and I want you to listen to this very closely …
You deserve the same shot at freedom that someone gave me about a
year ago.
Read the enclosed letter to discover what totally and completely changed
my life forever.
To Your Freedom,
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Joshua Boswell
.
Full-Time Father of 7, Part-Time Copywriter

